Munich, September 2014 - The latest release of Archive Assistant, essential add-on for project based restore from Archiwire P5 Archive, will be presented at IBC 2014 in Amsterdam. New features include partial restore of image sequences and advanced metadata extraction.

Archiware P5 Archive, established Archiving software for the media industry, can now be combined with a new add-on: Archive Assistant, an innovative software tool that lets users restore archived material from specific projects. Archive Assistant has been available since June 2014 and was well received in the market.

The latest release includes new and advanced features:
- Use Archive Assistant with multiple Archives
- Retrieve specific media from the P5 Archive using AAF, EDL and FCP XML files, including advanced filter functions and availability signaling
- Perform partial restores of image sequences
- Manage metadata in an innovative, drag and drop interface
- Extract, combine and assign metadata from numerous video formats and store them in P5 Archive metadata fields

“We think that the new features make it even easier for editors to retrieve the files they need with very little effort”, says Thomas Waldinger, head developer of Archive Assistant. “And with the new graphical interface, getting metadata organized into a unified structure from different file formats has just become really simple.”

Josef Doods, CEO of Archiware, is excited about Archive Assistant. “We think this add-on perfectly complements Archiware P5 Archive. Restoring complete projects, specific files or image sequences from the P5 Archive is a great feature for video editors. Plus, having all your metadata organized in a coherent structure makes searching the Archive so much more comfortable.”

The latest version of Archive Assistant will be live at IBC at the Archiware booth 7.G03.

About Archive Assistant:
Archive Assistant is an innovative add-on to Archiware P5 Archive for project based retrieval of files and metadata extraction, developed by Thomas Waldinger Software Development. For more information, visit www.archiveassistant.net.

About Archiware:
Headquartered in Munich, Germany, and privately held, Archiware is a manufacturer of data management software for backup, synchronization and archiving. Archiware P5 software is platform independent and aimed primarily at media and production companies. The latest product line includes
- P5 Synchronize - Replicate data to ensure high availability
- P5 Backup - Back up server data to disk and tape
- P5 Backup2Go - Back up desktop and laptop data to disk
- P5 Archive - Move or migrate data offline to disk and tape
For more information, visit www.archiware.com
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